
Qualtrax CLOUD

Minimal IT Involvement
Qualtrax provides turnkey services to set up, install, and maintain your 
server and software.  We take care of everything, providing you super-
admin expertise.  You’ll always be on the most current Qualtrax release with 
the newest features, and you will not need IT assistance to upgrade.  We 
handle all the hardware ownership for you.  

Secure, World-Class Hosting
Our cloud hosting partner, Rackspace, offers a world-class infrastructure 
with industry-leading SLAs, including a 100% network uptime guarantee 
and system monitoring.  Rackspace is ISO 27001:2005 Certified and holds 
all the security certifications necessary to ensure your data is safe.    

Turnkey Setup
The Qualtrax Cloud provides you the fastest route for getting your server 
set up.  It only takes a few days for our team to build, install, and configure 
your server for you, shortening time to implementation.   And, benefit from 
a lower cost of entry through our subscription fee set up.

System Monitoring
In the cloud, we monitor system response times and general page usage 
to better enhance the product with each release. Data backups are also 
created every 15 minutes to ensure up-to-date recovery if needed. Constant 
system monitoring also allows us to begin working any potential issues 
before your users may even be able to report them to you.

On-Demand Access
All users have global access without logging in to your VPN, so you can 
access Qualtrax from anywhere.  All traffic occurs over an SSL connection, 
ensuring the highest level of security to your data over the web. 

The Qualtrax Cloud gives you all the options you’ve been looking for in a 
Quality Management Solution: minimal IT involvement; secure, world-class 
hosting; turnkey setup; system monitoring; and on-demand access.  We 
would love to talk with you about how the Qualtrax Cloud can meet and 
exceed your expectations.  

Benefits of the 
               Qualtrax Cloud
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Qualtrax provides  
web-based Quality and 
Compliance Management 
Software that makes your 
life easier. Access and  
manage your documents  
and processes  
from anywhere. 

Because your internal 
processes and needs  
vary, you can choose  
to host your Qualtrax 
system onsite or we  
can host it for you, 
alleviating the burden  
to your IT staff. 

To help you make the  

best choice about your 

hosting options, here  

are the key benefits of the 

Qualtrax Cloud:

• Minimal IT involvement 

• Secure, world-class   
 hosting

• Turnkey setup

• System monitoring

• On-demand access


